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Here in the South West Pacific much of our History can seem
so very far away. When doing our big OE many of us are keen to
know what is relevant and worthwhile. “Border Events”
magazine is a helpful guide to everything happening in and
around the Borders of Scotland and England. It aims to provide
plenty of ideas on 'where to go, things to do and places to see'.
The Anglo-Scottish border runs for 154 km between Marshall
Meadows Bay on the east coast and the Solway Firth in the west
and is Scotland's only land border. The Firth of Forth was the
border between the Picto-Gaelic Kingdom of Alba and the
Anglian Kingdom of Northumbria in the early 10th century. It
became the first Anglo-Scottish border with the annexation of
Northumbria by Anglo-Saxon England in the mid 10th century.
Lothian was taken by the Scots at the Battle of Carham in 1018
and the River Tweed became the de facto border. The SolwayTweed line was legally established in 1237 by the Treaty of York
and remains the border today, with the exception of the
Debatable Lands, north of Carlisle, and a small area around
Berwick-upon-Tweed, which was taken by England in 1482. It is
one of the oldest extant borders in the world, although Berwick
was not fully annexed into England until 1746. For centuries until
the Union of the Crowns the region on either side of the boundary
was a lawless territory suffering from the repeated raids in each
direction of the Border Reivers. Today’s people of both Australia
and New Zealand are a mixed lot with much of our history traced
back to Scotland & England. This heritage is reflected in the flags
of our respective nations. Here in Aotearoa there has been a
Referendum to indicate the nations flag of choice. Will this be an
occasion when our heritage is compromised by the choice?
Steward
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The Library & Laughs
When visiting Neil &
Chris recently I was
fascinated to select
a
small
1928
pamphlet from the
Boyd library entitled
‘The Pawky Scott”
by Graham Moffatt.
In the vernacular its
wit made me grin
from ear to ear.
Here is a small
sample. It is said
that the Scots have
a good sense of
humour because it's
free. Much of it is
influenced by the
stereotypes
put
forward
by
the
comedians and old
time
entertainers.
What
ever
the
reason, we all enjoy
a good laugh and
this pamphlet has a collection of merit to enjoy. …..

A wee saying….
“Mony a mickle maks a muckle!” ~ Saving a
small amount soon builds up to a large amount.
“Yer bum’s oot the windae” ~ You’re talking
rubbish.
“Ma heid’s mince” ~ My head’s a bit mixed up.
www.littleclan.net
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Clan
Thompson
recently re published
the fascinating notes
from
“Borderlands
and the Law” By
Sean Barbour.
Here is an extract for your
interest. “The Monarchs (of Scotland and England) helped to
develop the concept of a Borderland, as each attempted to set up
an area to act as a bulwark against intrusions from the other. It
was also in their interests to foment discontent in the border
region of each other's country. It was not, however, in their own
interests to have lawlessness inside their own kingdoms. In 1249,
in an attempt to produce a semblance of order in this
extraordinary Borderland region, the governments of the two
countries came to an agreement whereby special laws would be
developed, on both sides of the Border. These laws, known as
the Leges Marchiarum, the Laws of the Marches, would be
peculiar to the Border and would not be enforced in other parts of
the country. To enable the administration of these laws the
Borderland was to be split into six regions, known as Marches,
three on each side of the Border.
The Marches were arranged
along geographical lines - an English West, Middle and East
March and its corresponding equivalent on the Scottish side, with
its own West, Middle and East Marches. The Marches were not
of the same size, the East Marches of both countries being
smaller than the others. Like the East Marches, the West
Marches were better farmland than the Middle Marches and,
given that they lay astride the main route were taken by invading
armies as they entered each other’s country, they were better
defended in terms of large, powerful castles such as Carlisle in
the English West march, Caerlaverock and Lochmaben in the
Scottish West March and Berwick in the English East March.
www.littleclan.net
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The Middle Marches were dominated by the wild, hilly country of
the Cheviot and North Pennine Hills. This land gave the Reiver
free rein to ride, through its passes and mosses and over its fells,
on raids against targets on either side of the border and so the
Middle Marches tended to see the worst of the lawlessness.
The Middle March encompassed the areas of Coquetdale,
Redesdale and Tynedale and so contained some of the worst
elements on the English side of the Border. It was administered
from Alnwick castle with garrisons kept at Chipchase and
Harbottle. The English West March consisted of the counties of
Cumberland and Westmorland with their good agricultural land in
the low-lying areas bordering the Solway. Edging on to the
Debateable Land and Liddesdale they presented a prime target
yet the Middle March tended to suffer more from the raids of the
Western reivers. One reason for this was the presence of
Carlisle, England's bastion in the west, mirroring that of Berwick
in the east. Again, because of its strategic position as an international invasion route, it was more strongly defended, with its
great castle at Carlisle, as the hub of the area and with garrisons
at Bewcastle and Rockcliffe.
Two areas were special in
that they were so lawless
special measures had to be
taken over them. The first is a
strip of land barely 4 miles
wide and 12 long running
roughly along the line dividing
the Scottish and English West
Marches. This was the
Debateable Land. Called
'Debateable' because of the dispute in its ownership between the
two countries. The area became a source of annoyance and
irritation to both countries, due to the activities of those living
there. Neither country would take responsibility for those living
there and so it became, in effect, a lawless area.
www.littleclan.net
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Such an inviting area soon became a magnet for the worst
elements and riff-raff of the Border, mainly Grahams, Littles,
Bells and elements of the Armstrongs, and so great was the
amount of trouble its inhabitants caused that the Wardens of the
West Marches eventually issued a decree which said that anyone
could steal the goods, including livestock, of anyone living there
or even kill any of the inhabitants with impunity. There would be
no law to protect the lawless elements who chose to live
there. Live by the sword, die by the sword. Even a general
devastation of the area in 1551, by the Scottish Warden Lord
Maxwell, failed to deter the hard men (and women) who chose to
live there. Eventually, in 1552, both countries called for arbitration
and the French Ambassador was brought in to decide where the
line of the Border should be placed. Although he gave the lion's
share of it to Scotland (which is hardly surprising given that the
Scots and French were allies against the English) the English did
not demur - possibly since administration of the worst part of the
area would now land Scots.’
[]

Worthy of your time !
Langholm as it was:
a history of Langholm
and Eskdale from the
earliest times. by John
Hyslop and Robert Hyslop"
I particularly enjoyed this very
well written (old) book which is
full of faithfully preserved and
presented history.
AJL
www.littleclan.net
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Mr Liston’s Lonely Hearts Club scam?
According to the popular programme
‘Who do you think you are?’… while
trawling
through
some
old
newspapers, Alan Crosby found an
intriguing advert for a “Matrimonial
Alliance Office” – the Victorian
equivalent of a modern dating agency.
Did our ancestors find true love through Mr Liston’s
dating agency, or was it just an elaborate ruse?
“Attractive widow, blonde, 48, fun-loving, likes cinema and
sunshine, seeks...”
We’ve all seen the small ads in the lonely hearts columns. They
did it differently 150 years ago, although the underlying
motivation was exactly the same.
This week I came across a newspaper advertisement from the
mid-1850s, for the splendidly-named “Matrimonial Alliance
Office” (or dating agency in modern parlance). The purpose of
this oh-so-discreet bureau was “introducing Ladies and
Gentlemen, at present unknown to each other, who are desirous
of entering into Matrimony”. The advertisement claimed that over
7,000 people, “comprising all classes of Society”, had been
“married and made happy” (which is not a guaranteed
combination!) in only five years. The eternal problem was laid
bare – there were, in the 1850s as in the 2010s, “Ladies and
gentlemen who are anxious to marry but who cannot find suitable
partners among their own circle of acquaintance”. Apply now,
they were urged, and do not fall into the “too often fallacious
hope of being more successful next year”.
www.littleclan.net
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It was SO easy –
all you had to do
was
send
six
penny stamps to
Mr Liston of 48
Chalton
Street,
Euston
Square,
and in return your
Matrimonial Guide
would be sent. It
would, Mr Liston
claimed, “convince
everybody”.
In
case
you
doubted
his
credentials,
he
proclaimed that he
was no charlatan,
for
he
had
testimonials from
his
bankers,
solicitors
and
“others of respectability”. How quaint that sounds – a time when
a banker was thought to be respectable! And now you know the
answer to that familiar question. We think of our forebears from
the mid-Victorian period and ask “However did they meet each
other”?
Maybe there’s an honourable place for Mr Liston in our family
stories… or perhaps it was a big scam. Just think of all those
penny stamps!
Alan Crosby lives in Lancashire and is editor of The Local
Historian. He is an honorary research fellow at Lancashire
and Liverpool universities.
www.littleclan.net
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Leaving
Scotland
By John Wilson.
Te Ara Encyclopaedia of
New Zealand,

Between 1840 and the 1970s, many thousands of Scots
emigrated to New Zealand. They were not refugees from the
Highland Clearances, but they were of modest means, typically
farmers and artisans such as weavers, and later tradespeople
and skilled workers. They left harsh economic times for a better
life. Large numbers of Scots came in the 1840s, settling mainly
in Auckland and Wellington. An influx of Otago settlers arrived
after 1848, and in the 1860s, gold miners flooded in. Assistance
schemes enticed more to Otago and Canterbury in the 1870s.
Between the world wars there was another surge. Scots spread
throughout the country, though many favoured Otago and
Southland. English domination of the New Zealand Company
settlements prompted architect and politician George Rennie to
start planning ‘a New Zealand settlement for Scotland’ in 1842.
His plan to found a ‘new Edinburgh’ was modified after John
McGlashan, Thomas Burns and William Cargill turned the
venture into a Free Church enterprise. The Free Church was
born in Scotland in 1843, when 400 clergy and about one-third of
the lay people of the Church of Scotland left the established
church in protest against patronage and state control of church
affairs.
The John Wickliffe sailed from Gravesend on 24 November 1847,
with 97 passengers aboard. The Philip Laing sailed three days
later from Greenock with 247 passengers. Burns and Cargill both
came as settlers. Despite Burns’s dislike of ‘the little enemy’, as
he called the non-Presbyterian settlers, only two-thirds of the
original Otago settlers were Free Church Presbyterians.
www.littleclan.net
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In August 1848, over half of Otago’s United Kingdom-born
population of 403 was Scottish.
Immigration into Otago lagged
in the early 1850s, but picked up later in the decade. Efforts to
attract Scots were only partly successful, and by the end of 1864,
after the first gold rushes, little more than one-third of the
population of Otago and Southland was Scottish-born.
Place names: In the
Otago region many
areas are named after
the homeland. The
region’s major river,
the Clutha, bears the
ancient Gaelic name
for the Clyde whilst
Dunedin’ is an older
variant of ‘Edinburgh’,
and in the far South
Invercargill honours
one
of
Otago’s
founders,
William
Cargill,
with
the
Gaelic word 'inver',
meaning river mouth,
Invercargill has main
streets named after
Scottish rivers; Dee,
Tay, Spey, Esk, Don,
Doon, Clyde. The
Strath-Taieri includes
MiddleMarch
which
has
an
obvious
historic connection to
the borders. Kith and
kin made a home.
Advertisement’s such as this appeared in Scotland

www.littleclan.net
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The gold rushes: Although the gold rushes brought a more
diverse population into Otago, they did not overwhelm the
Scottish presence. In fact, the Scottish character of the south
was reinforced by miners drawn to the Otago goldfields. A Scot,
John Buchanan, was one of the first to find gold in Otago’s rivers
in the late 1850s, although not in profitable quantities. About 30%
of the miners who came to Otago in 1861–70 were Scottish.
Despite its burgeoning numbers, in 1866 Dunedin was
considered by one European pamphlet-writer to be ‘a little
township, something like a small fishing village at home …
inhabited by a population consisting chiefly of rigidly righteous
but whisky-loving, unprincipled Scotsmen’. Even if parochial in
European terms, Dunedin was on its way to becoming New
Zealand’s leading city, thanks to the influx of gold miners. With
clear rivers and brisk frosts reminiscent of home, Otago was
where a group of Free Church Scots founded their ‘new
Edinburgh’, Dunedin, in 1848. They had high moral values, and a
belief in hard work and the value of education.
Today, clans and tartans, Burns night celebrations, and tossing
the caber, are part of a lasting legacy. From porridge to
Presbyterianism, there are numerous signs of Scotland’s
traditions. From 1853 to 1870 Scots came in sufficient numbers
to keep New Zealand more Scottish than the United Kingdom –
in those years they made up more than 30% of New Zealand’s
UK-born immigrants, even though they formed only 10% of the
United Kingdom’s population.
Settlement of Waipu: The arrival of one group of Scots in the
1850s is among the most dramatic of New Zealand’s immigration
stories. The charismatic preacher Norman McLeod left Scotland
in 1817 for Nova Scotia. In 1851 he led his people, who were
facing economic hardship in Canada, first to Australia and then
on to New Zealand. In 1854 they secured land at Waipu in
Northland. After 1854 more Scots came, from Nova Scotia and
direct from Scotland. The Waipu Scots exceeded 800.
[]
www.littleclan.net
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Queen Victoria’s Secret
With the now well past vote on whether Scotland should have
stayed in the U.K. those South of the Border will at last be
admitting there’s no getting rid of the Scottish blood particularly in
the Royal Family thanks to Queen Elizabeth’s lusty great great
grandmother. One thing which seems to keeps our respected 90
year old Queen rolling along and seemingly brightens her day is
the prospect of spending time in Scotland. She loves her Scottish
estate at Balmoral which
she visits as often as
possible.
How the
Queen
feels
about
political matters is one of
the secrets she conceals
behind
her
wellpracticed inscrutability.
She knows the Scots
won’t banish royalty any
time soon and she
remains head of state, as she is in Australia, New Zealand and
Canada. Her Majesty doesn’t want to see her kingdom
dismembered. She herself represents a congenial mingling of
English and Scottish blood. Her
late mother was the daughter
of a Scottish noble, Lord
Glamis, descended from one of
the royal houses of Scotland.
Balmoral
In fact, as Lady
Elizabeth
Bowes-Lyon
the
Queen’s mother was the first
woman to marry into the royal
family who wasn’t from one of
the numerous and incestuous
branches of the European royal
tree.
www.littleclan.net
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The enchantment of Scotland and Balmoral on the royal family
began with Queen Victoria. It had a lot to do with prevailing
medical opinion that bracing climates were essential to good
health. Victoria’s personal physician was a Scot who believed
that there was no tonic to equal the air of the Scottish Highlands,
possibly reinforced by “a wee dram” of Scottish whisky. Thus
encouraged, in 1847 Victoria bought Balmoral, which she
described as “a pretty little castle” with 17,400 acres. Scotland
soon worked its magic: “All seemed to breed freedom and
peace,” the Queen wrote of her estate, and it was “wonderful not
seeing a single human being, not hearing a sound excepting that
of the wind, or the call of the blackcock or grouse.” Two years
later Victoria had the house demolished and, after adding
another 6,000 acres, in its place built the house that the present
Queen so adores. It was designed, with help from an architect
and builder, by her consort Prince Albert. Sniffy visitors from
London dismissed it for its cascade of Scottish kitsch: tartan
drapes, tartan chair covers, tartan wallpaper and tartan carpets.
But this was to Victoria’s taste and heart - her “dearest Albert’s
own creation.”
Here we
approach, ahem, delicate
ground. Albert was a serious
polymath of his day, who was
engaged in the promotion of
British technical innovation and
industry, as well as practicing
architecture and landscaping.
He was also a terrific stud.
Between 1840 and 1851
Victoria had produced seven of her nine children. According to
BBC and other media reports ‘the Royal libido is said to have
been vigorous.
Obviously the idea of the randy Queen ran
counter to the supposed moral constraints of the age named after
her, and it’s only recently, thanks to newly discovered letters (that
Victoria’s secret has finally been documented.
www.littleclan.net
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There is also a ravishing portrait of the young Victoria in 1843,
given to her by Albert, and later buried in the extensive royal art
collection, showing her almost post-orgasmic, bare-shouldered,
silken haired and with bedroom
eyes, that was discovered and
disclosed in 2011 by the BBC.
Now, diligent research has more or
less completed the counter-intuitive
picture of Victoria as a spirited lover
by confirming that she had Albert
equip their bedroom door with a lock
to prevent the unwanted approach
of children. Balmoral provided both
a level of privacy unavailable at her
other residences and a climate that
clearly acted as a super stimulant.
Scotland for her must have been the location of many treasured
moments of intimacy. It also became the place that initiated an
extraordinary sexual scandal surrounding the widowed Victoria,
the truth of which would have to be teased out from more than a
century of officially authorized hagiography and concealment.
Victoria’s grief at the premature death of Albert from typhoid in
1861 was as intense as her passion for him when alive – she
became the epitome of the inconsolable widow perpetually in
black and invariably sour in temperament. That is, until a roughtongued Scotsman rekindled the flame. A common Scot "John
Brown" began working at Balmoral as a stableboy. He was
almost a caricature of the Scottish virtues: iron in frame,
unflinching in gaze and totally manned-up by a warrior’s beard.
Alone among the servants he had no time for sycophancy or
subservience. Albert valued these impertinent qualities and
trusted Brown to be the Queen’s vigilant protector – and she liked
the way he performed, in her own words, “the offices of groom,
footman, page and maid, I might almost say, as he is so handy
about cloaks and shawls.”
www.littleclan.net
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By the late 1860s Brown’s personal care of the widowed Queen
was a source of fevered gossip. Members of the royal household
referred to him as “the Queen’s stallion.” Victoria took
increasingly prolonged absences at Balmoral. Frequently, Brown
would go with her from the sprawling main house to a small
house in the hills. Although her ladies-in-waiting went too, they
were confined to a separate corner of the house while Brown had
a bedroom next to the Queen’s. At Buckingham Palace the
Queen’s attachment to Brown
was a problem that her courtiers
were ill-equipped to manage. To
them, Her Imperial Majesty and
Queen Empress was behaving in
a manner unbecoming. The
courtiers were an effete and in
some cases epicene crew. Their
advice was frequently ignored.
The Queen trusted Brown, not them. When she died at the age of
81 in January 1901, a photograph of Brown, together with a lock
of his hair, was – on her instructions – placed in her left hand as
she lay in her coffin. But as the grip of Victorian censorship and
hypocrisy lessened and faded, modern scholars were able more
fully to reconstruct the picture of Victoria’s Scottish idyll. Only the
unworldly could still think this was, at its worst, only an unseemly
platonic relationship rather than a serious bonding. In 1997 the
movie Mrs Brown, in which Judi Dench plays a peppery Victoria
and Billy Connolly delivers a tour de force as Brown, left little
ambiguity in its picture of this amazing ménage.
These days
Balmoral is no longer a remote hideaway. Its become a highly
popular part of the tartan travel industry, open to visitors except
for when the Queen is there, and replete with gift shop and café
menu of venison or steak burgers and haggis served with neeps
and tatties……
[ ]
REFERENCE:
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/08/17/queenvictoria-s-secret-scottish-sex-castle.html
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Recorded in several spellings ‘Little’ is one of the oldest of
English surnames. Originally in ancient times it was a personal
name of endearment as in "Little man," and even as a medieval
nickname surname, probably did not describe a man of small
stature, but the very opposite. Early examples of the surname
taken from surviving registers include Lefstan Litle in Feudal
Documents of the Danelaw at the abbey of Bury St. Edmunds in
the county of Suffolk, whilst Thomas Lytle was recorded in
Sussex in the Subsidy Tax rolls of 1296. Modern spellings of the
surname include Little, Littell, Lytle and Lyttle. The first recorded
spelling of the family name is shown to be that of Eadric Little,
dated 972, in the register of Old English Bynames, for the county
of Northamptonshire, during the reign of King Edgar, 959 - 975
a.d. Surnames became necessary when governments introduced
personal taxation. In England this was sometimes known as Poll
Tax. Throughout the centuries, surnames in every country have
continued to "develop" often leading to astonishing variants of the
original spelling. Another origin of name comes from Scottish
boarders and the "Clan Little" who fought alongside William
Wallace to drive the English out of Scotland. Its suggested by
some that Clan Little got its name because it was a small clan.
Their main source of income was supposedly raised by steeling
horses from the English on the other side of the border. Many of
these stories are romantic myth and fantasy.
www.littleclan.net
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Clan Little lived in the Valley of Ewes, so beautiful that it earned
this line of praise by visiting poet Killarney upon looking into the
valley,
"Angels
often
pausing there, doubt if
Eden were more fair." the
clan, the valley of Ewes
outside of Langholm was
their Eden. Langholm was
a market town to receive
wool from the surrounding
endless
moors
where
sheep were raised. The
Little family like others in the area, were in the wool business in
the 1600s. Wool was their source of wealth, considered the
golden fleece, as their annual cash enterprise, tended over the
whole of the year, as a vital part of their economy.
In 1426, when Simon Litil was Laird of Meikeldale the glen
grazed thousands of sheep. The moors were windswept, which
encouraged thick and valuable woolly fleece. The wind was such
that it prevented trees from growing on the moors where there
was no shelter from the wind. Instead, thick heather, herbs,
mosses and grasses grew for the flocks to graze for endless
miles. The clan insisted that the wind promoted warm sturdy
wool in the sheep and also loyalty and strong character in the
men of the moors. The men's character was also shaped by the
moor since prehistory, hence their motto to never concede.The
moors and flocks were of such size that shepherding was
achieved on horseback. The men were cavaliers, meaning that
they both shepherded and fought on horseback. The men of Clan
Little became expert horsemen, herding the sheep with the
cooperative help of all of the other horsemen and their intelligent
sheepdogs who would run crisscrossing the hills with the flocks,
abiding the calls of their master riding on the other side of the
flock on horseback, and together they protected the animals as a
finely-tuned team.
www.littleclan.net
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This daily shepherding teamwork on horseback carried over to
agile teamwork in mounted defence, battle and retrieving stolen
animals from raiders.
The clan had a tower and "keep" to store their bundles of wool
just before market and into which they could retreat in time of
attack by raiders. About the time of shearing in early fall was
when they were most subject to attack.
Their great flocks of sheep, like living gold, was constantly at risk
for theft by raiders who would steal what sheep that they could.
The clan protect their flocks from horseback. At night the flocks
were at risk too. There were reiver guards who were on watch at
all times on the perimeter of the land. Even under protection,
raids were a predictable occurrence near shearing time.
The men did not seek to kill thieves. They sought to prevent their
sheep being lost to raiders. However, when animals were stolen,
a retrieval party was launched on horseback. One rider held aloft
a spear-pierced cut of heather sod, lit on fire, so that the fiery
torch could be seen across the moor. This was the visual signal
to call for the help of the other men. All of the men were expected
to join the the reiver ride of retrieval once they saw the torch. This
process of retrieval was called "reiving" and the men "reivers"
meaning retrievers, not raiders, an important legal distinction. At
one time, the valley of Ewes was under the quick riding rule of
the wool Clans. The Little clan also grew corn and had a corn
mill at Meikledale. Langholm was the nearest market town. Clan
Little would shepherd huge flocks of sheep from the hills of the
moor to be shorn, and the wool taken into the Langholm market
where the wool was sold and woven, or shipped down the
waterways to weavers and mills across the land and to the
continent of Europe. Langholm was so-named as it was once a
settlement of Swedish viking families. Clan Little was the
descendant of a Swede. It was observed in older times that most
of the children of the town had white gold hair.
www.littleclan.net
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In time the clans grew so great that the law was changed so a
father's property was divided between all sons. This legal change
began to fracture the clans into many smaller less tightly knit
groups which made the brothers squabble among themselves.
Clan cooperation eroded and vigilante law, was the law. Alliances
of clans who had skills acquired as reivers began to act
collectively against the intrusion of the English across the English
border. The English vilified the reivers as outlaws exaggerating
their exploits even though the border clans were being assailed
by the English. Clan Little finally gave up on their homeland in
Scotland when the English felt it necessary to destroy their ability
to rise and work collectively as one - as they did on the moors.
The clans were dismantled increasingly after every collective clan
alliance, including the local Border Wars, and other events
brought an end to clan independence such as the Battle of
Culloden, the end of the Jacobite Rebellions and other conflicts
with the English, finally resulting in the Highland and Border
Clearances. The Valley of the Ewes was the Paradise from which
Clan Little were banished. Today there is only the Clan
memorial stone marking the place where the Clan Little
tower once stood. Abandoned by its own men who once
guarded it with their lives, the Clan Little tower was
dismantled over time for its wood and stone. The stories of
the men were lost to the wind on the moors
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Our Trustee Neil Boyd-Little’s mum wrote poetery.
Here is one of her poems published in - ‘Poems &
Songs of Eskdale, Langholm & Common Riding’

www.littleclan.net
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New agreement for Grammywinning and Golden Globe nominated songwriter and
producer Joel Little.
Joel’s new long-term agreement with
Sony/ATV Music Publishing has extended a
worldwide deal which covers his contributions to Lorde’s multimillion-selling debut album Pure Heroine, which he co-wrote and
produced, as well as his work with artists including Sam Smith,
Ellie Goulding and Broods.
Little is a New Zealand songwriter, musician and record producer
who began his career as the singer and guitarist of Auckland act
Goodnight Nurse before working as a co-writer and producer for
band colleague Sam McCarthy’s new group Kids of 88. He
launched his own production studio called Golden Age in
Auckland in 2011 and began working with local singer/songwriter
Ella Yelich-O'Connor, better known as Lorde. He co-wrote and
produced The Love Club EP, including the songs Royals and
Tennis Court, which were then included on her debut album Pure
Heroine.
Sony/ATV co-president, US, Rick Krim said: “We are excited and
honored to be continuing to work with Joel who is not only an
immensely talented songwriter and producer in his own right, but
knows exactly how to get the best out of anyone he collaborates
with. Although he has achieved so much already, we are looking
forward to even greater success with him in the future.”
Sony/ATV SVP and head of West Coast A&R Jennifer Knoepfle
added: “It has been a pleasure to work with Joel over the last few
years. He has an amazing ability to connect with artists and has
proven himself invaluable to their development.
www.littleclan.net
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From Lorde to Broods to
Jarryd James, his desire to
delve in and get his hands
dirty is an attribute that
makes him special.” Little
commented: “It feels really
great to have re-signed with
my Sony/ATV family. These
guys have taken such good
care of me over the years and
been a huge support from the
very beginning, and I can’t wait
to see what I can achieve with
their help in the years to come.”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
At
the
Glasgow
University reunion, an
Alumnus who is shown a
list of current examination
questions by his old
economics
professor
exclaimed…. “Why these
are the same questions
you asked when I was
in your lectures !” “Yes said the professor we ask the same
questions every year.” “But don’t you know that students hand
the questions along from one year to the next?” “Sure” said the
professor “But in economics we change the answers”.
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Real traditional Scottish tablet
Which melts in your mouth and is bursting with sweetness

Ingredients

(Serves: 8)

50g butter (for greasing)
150ml full fat milk
500g granulated sugar
397g condensed milk
2 teaspoons vanilla extract

Method









Liberally grease a 25mm deep baking tray. Set aside.

Add the milk and granulated sugar to a large cooking pan,
and heat on a high heat until sugar dissolves.
Pour the condensed milk into the mixture, and cook over
low heat, stirring constantly with a wooden spoon, until it
thickens, 20 to 25 minutes.
When the mixture has thickened it will turn a darkened
yellow to light brown colour, and should start to bubble and
look like a pitted moon base. Add the 2 teaspoons of
vanilla extract.
Take it off the heat, and stir constantly at a fast pace until it
thickens and starts to turn brown, 10 to 15 minutes. It
should start coming away from the bottom of the pan and
stick to the wooden spoon.
Pour into the greased tray - Place this to the side to cool for
15 minutes.
After 15 minutes it should be cool enough to cut into bite
size pieces. Do this with a sharp knife then leave to cool for
a further 5 to 10 minutes.

It should be cool enough to then remove from the tray with your
butter knife and place onto a plate of your choice - ready to eat!
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